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SP.    The position of T may easily be determined from the value of the angle A, between the vertical SB and the arc SP. Obviously, from the right spherical triangle SBP
cos A = tan H cot 67° 52'.
Since refraction by the crystal is limited to solar distances of P between 57° 48' and 90°, it follows that Ai and A2, corresponding to the lower and upper ends of the tangent arc, are given by the equations, cos Ai = tan H cot 57° 48'
and                                          A* - 90°,
respectively.
When the altitude of the sun is 57° 48', or a little greater, the two tangent arcs, springing -from a common point on the solar vertical, form a wide V.
When the solar altitude equals 67° 52', the two arcs, now merged into
a smooth, continuous curve, are tangent to the halo at its lowest point.
Finally, for altitudes of the sun greater than 67° 52', the arcs, still
appearing as a single curve, are slightly separated from the circular halo
even at its lowest and closest point.
Supralateral Tangent Arcs.—When the altitude of the sun is less than 22° 8', supralateral tangent arcs are produced, concave to the sun and nearly coincident with the halo of 46°.
The point of tangency of the supralateral tangent arc with the halo of 46° is given in terms of the angle A on this halo from its upper point. When the solar altitude H is less than 22° 8', cos A = tan H cot 22° 8'. Similarly, the possible end of the arc is given by the equation
cos A' = tan H cot 32° 12'.
When the altitude of the sun is 22° 8', both arcs, forming a continuous curve, are tangent to the halo at its highest point.
Finally, for altitudes between 22°-8' and the extreme limit, 32° 12', these arcs are more or less above the halo of 46°.
The following table gives the value of A for different altitudes of the sun.
Infralateral Arcs                                     Supralateral Arcs
//                             A                            II                            A
0°                              90°   0'                        0°                             90°   0'
10°                              85° 54'                         5°                             77° 3f>'
20°                              81° 35'                       10°                             64° 18'
30°                              76° 25'                       15°                             48° 47'
40°                              70° 03'                       20°                             26° 30'
50°                              61° 00'                       22°   8'                         0°   0'
60°                              45° 13'                      25°                              0°   0'
67° 52'                          0°   0'                      30°                              0°   0'
32° 12'                         0°   0'

